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THE FORDHAM URBAN LAW JOURNAL: TWENTY
YEARS OF PROGRESS
Constantine N. Katsoris*
I. Introduction
Fordham Law School was founded in 1905 and originally located
in Collins Hall on the main campus in the suburban setting at Rose
Hill.' Despite its pristine setting, it soon became apparent that a loca-
tion closer to the courts would be more practical. Thus, during its
first academic year, the school moved to downtown Manhattan
where, after an interim move,2 it settled in the landmark Woolworth
Building.' It remained there until 1943 when it relocated again just a
few blocks north to 302 Broadway4 - conveniently nestled among
the Financial District of Wall Street, the Municipal Government at
City Hall, and the Federal and State Courts at Foley Square.' It re-
mained at this location until 1961,6 when the school moved uptown to
its present location at New York's historic Lincoln Center for the Per-
forming Arts.7
* Wilkinson Professor of Law, Fordham University School of Law; B.S. 1953,
Fordham University; J.D. 1957, Fordham University School of Law; LL.M. 1963, New
York University School of Law; Public Member of Securities Industry Conference on
Arbitration since its inception in 1977.
Special thanks and appreciation is extended to Stephanie Fell, Jennifer Mone, Geoffrey
Hader and Kathleen Smith who assisted in the compilation and preparation of this
article.
1. The Campus at Rose Hill consists of approximately 85 acres and is presently
bordered by the world famous Bronx Botanical Gardens on the West and the Bronx Zoo
on the Northeast. George James, For the Bronx, A New Image is a Tough Sell, N.Y.
TIMES, June 10, 1986, at Bl.
2. In 1906 the Law School moved to 42 Broadway, and in 1908 moved to 20 Vesey
Street - both in the downtown area of Manhattan. See BIBLIO JURIS, INC., A HISTORY
(OF) FORDHAM UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW, at 2-4 [hereinafter LAW SCHOOL
HISTORY].
3. Id. at 6. The Woolworth Building was then the tallest building in the world, and
was granted landmark status on April 12, 1983. News Summary, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 13,
1983, at BI.
4. This location at 302 Broadway became the home not only of the Law School, but
also the downtown divisions of the Schools of Business, Education, and Social Service.
See Sidney C. Schaer, A. Daniel Fusaro, Chief County Clerk, NEWSDAY, Feb. 10, 1988, at
41.
5. The building has since been demolished to make way for a new Federal complex.
6. See LAW SCHOOL HISTORY, supra note 2, at 16.
7. Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts consists of several square blocks in mid-
town Manhattan and houses such world famous institutions as the Metropolitan Opera,
Avery Fisher Hall, the New York State Theater and Julliard School of Music. See, Ted
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The first legal publication at the law school, the Fordham Law Re-
view, was established in 1914, only to be discontinued three years later
with the onset of World War .8 In 1935, however, in the midst of the
Great Depression, the Fordham Law Review was re-established, and
has published with distinction ever since.
After the move to the cultural hub at Lincoln Center, the problems
associated with our urban 9 areas began to accelerate."° It became ap-
parent that a closer focus had to be directed specifically at the urban
problems of the nation, with particular emphasis on the affairs of its
then largest city and state - New York.1' Thus, the Fordham Urban
Law Journal (ULJ or Journal) published its first issue in 1972, exactly
twenty years ago. 12
Kenney, If You're Thinking of Living in Lincoln Square, N.Y. TIMES, August 12, 1990,
§ 10, at 5. Indeed, one of the major figures in the creation of Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts was Rev. Laurence J. McGinley, S.J., president of Fordham University
from 1949 to 1963. L.J. McGinley, Fordham Ex-President, Dies at 86, N.Y. Times, Aug.
18, 1992, at D19. It was he who brought Fordham to Lincoln Center, whose campus
principally houses the graduate schools of the University, with Rose Hill predominantly
remaining the host of the undergraduate divisions. As he then explained the relationship
between the two campuses: "[o]urs is a double educational tradition ... Fordham at
Rose Hill will continue to have a campus of elm-lined paths and ivied walls and ancient
heritage; Fordham at Lincoln Square will continue to provide the daily meeting and
mingling of town and gown." Id. Indeed, at the 25th Anniversary celebration of the law
school at Lincoln Center, Father McGinley reflected that the move to Lincoln Center
"was good for Fordham, and good for New York, that we should build here, and set our
cornerstone in the heart of this tight, little island." Rev. Laurence McGinley, S.J., Ad-
dress at the 25th Anniversary of Fordham University Law School at Lincoln Center,
Dean's Day (1986).
The Fordham campus at Lincoln Center consists of two square blocks, and the first
building constructed there was the Law School building at 140 W. 62nd Street. This
author began his teaching career at the Lincoln Center location in 1964. Shortly thereaf-
ter a twelve story building was also erected immediately south of the law school to house
the Graduate Schools of Business, Social Services, Education, and various undergraduate
schools. In addition, construction began in 1991 on a 20 story dormitory which will
house approximately 850 students of the various Fordham graduate and undergraduate
schools located at Lincoln Center.
8. See LAW SCHOOL HISTORY, supra note 2, at 6.
9. The term "urban" has been defined as "relating to, characteristic of, or taking
place in a city ..... WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 2520
(1986).
10. See John Herbers, Panel Sees Crime Turning The Cities Into Armed Camps, N.Y.
TIMES, Nov. 24, 1969, at AI; John Herbers, Backers of More Urban Aid Named Model
Cities Head, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 24, 1969, at Al; Who Speaks for the Cities?, NEWSWEEK
Apr. 7, 1969, at 48; David Danzig and John Feild, The Betrayal of the American City, 45
COMMENTARY 52 (June 1968).
11. As the Honorable Joseph M. McLaughlin (Dean, Fordham Law School 1971-
1981) wrote in the opening pages of the FORDHAM URBAN LAW JOURNAL'S first volume
in 1972, "we cannot ignore the crisis which has beset our cities." Appreciation, I FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. (1972).
12. Volume I of the ULJ was dedicated to the Honorable William Hughes Mulligan
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In documenting the Journal's success in addressing urban issues, it
is not easy to summarize over four hundred articles, reports, notes
and comments,13 spanning over fifteen thousand pages, 4 which were
prepared by twenty different editorial staffs.'5 Nevertheless, this arti-
cle will make the attempt, first from a chronological historical por-
trayal,16 and then from the perspective of the Journal's impact upon
specific areas of the law.' 7
II. Historical Development
The first article published by the Journal, written by Attorney Gen-
eral Louis J. Lefkowitz,' 8 discussed the unique urban environmental
problems of New York City's Jamaica Bay. It focused on and offered
suggestions regarding the dilemma of having a large body of water
which is polluted by its urban neighbors, yet also serves as an impor-
tant "breeding ground for waterfowl, fish and shellfish, [and] a way-
station for migratory birds."' 9 Other urban topics covered in that ini-
(Dean, Fordham Law School 1956-71) who "enthusiastically supported and assisted in
the organization and development of the law school's second student legal periodical, the
FORDHAM URBAN LAW JOURNAL." Dedication, 1 FORDHAM URB. L.J. (1972). The
initial funding for the Journal came from Louis Stein, Class of 1926. Thereafter, addi-
tional support was received from the Fordham Law School Alumni Association's Annual
Fund. Since then, the students at Fordham Law School, with the assistance of the
Alumni, commenced the publication of three additional Fordham journals, namely: The
FORDHAM INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL; The FORDHAM ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
REPORT; and the FORDHAM ENTERTAINMENT, MEDIA AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LAW FORUM.
13. See Appendix, infra.
14. See infra note 66.
15. In addition to 20 different staffs (volume 1 took two years to publish and thus
had two different editorial boards), the ULJ has had the following Faculty Advisors:
Professor Michael R. Lanzarone; Professor Charles N. Whelan; Dean Gerald T. Mc-
Laughlin; and, Professor Daniel J. Capra.
16. See infra notes 18-67 and accompanying text.
17. See infra notes 68-196 and accompanying text.
18. Louis J. Lefkowitz, a graduate of Fordham Law School in 1925, was the Attorney
General of the State of New York from 1957 to 1978, serving during the administrations
of Governors Harriman, Rockefeller, Wilson, and Carey. As New York's Attorney Gen-
eral for over 20 years, he became one of the first state attorney generals to take an active
role in civil rights, environmental protection and the prevention of consumer fraud.
Moreover, in 1962 he became the first Attorney General from New York to be appointed
president of the National Association of Attorneys General. See Mary Ann Giordano,
Tell It to Louis Le/kowitz, MANHATTAN LAWYER, Jan. 1988, at 12.
In his honor, the ULJ commenced the annual presentation of the Louis J. Lefkowitz
Award to the following honorable recipients: Archibald R. Murray - 1982; John F. Kee-
nan - 1983; Robert Abrams - 1984; Robert M. Hayes - 1985; Geraldine A. Ferraro - 1986;
Stanley Fink - 1987; Andrew J. Maloney - 1988; Ross Sandier - 1989; Frederick A.O.
Schwarz - 1990; John D. Feerick - 1991; Charles L. Brieant - 1992.
19. Louis J. Lefkowitz, Jamaica Bay: An Urban Marshland In Transition, 1 FORD-
1992]
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tial volume included: the criminal responsibility of drug addicts; the
dangers arising from nuclear power; noise pollution; tenant remedies
for harassment; and, urban crime. Unfortunately, many of these ur-
ban problems of the early 1970s still remain with us today.20
Volume 2 contained a report by the New York City Board of Cor-
rection entitled Pre-Sentence Report: Utility or Futility?,21 which fo-
cused on delays between a finding or plea of guilty and the sentencing
of criminal defendants. The next few volumes continued to expand
the coverage of urban issues, reporting on such areas as: fiscal cri-
ses,22 affirmative action,2 landmark preservation,24 religious discrimi-
nation in employment,25 as well as ethics in the legal community.26
Volume 5 contained several significant pieces. One was a contro-
versial article by David I. Caplan on the constitutional right to bear
arms. 2  In light of the recent riots in Los Angeles,2" this article, albeit
HAM URB. L.J. 1 (1972). The waters of Jamaica Bay, often referred to as a "tarnished
jewel," absorb sewage from city treatment plants and jet fuel from spills at Kennedy
Airport, and its air is suffused with smoke from jets entering and taking off from the
airport. Id. Nevertheless, this body of water - eight miles long and four miles wide -
sustains and nourishes a wide variety of wildlife. It serves as a feeding station on the
Atlantic Flyway, the main north-south route of migratory birds in this hemisphere. Id.
at 3.
20. See, e.g., Peter Applebome, From Riots of the 60's to Riots of the 90's, a Frustrat-
ing Search to Heal a Nation, N.Y. TIMES, May 8, 1992, at A19; Chuck Freadhoff, What
Caused the Riots in LA?, INVESToR'S BUSINESS DAILY, May 4, 1992, at 1; Betsey Car-
penter & Tim Zimmermann, Don't Blame it on Rio, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, May
11, 1992, at 56; Sharon Begley et al., Show Me The Way to Rio, NEWSWEEK, May 11,
1992, at 59; Jane Birnbaum et al., The Economic Crisis of Urban America, BUSINESS
WEEK, May 18, 1992, at 38; America's Cities, THE ECONOMIST, May 9, 1992, at 21; Chris
Oliver, Feds Slaughter JFK Seagulls, N.Y. POST, May 21, 1992, at 5. Indeed, many of
these problems are prevalent worldwide. See Edward Buscall, Cities Turn Tide of Urban
Decline, THE EUROPEAN, June 11-14, 1992, at 4.
21. New York City Board of Correction, Pre-Sentence Reports: Utility or Futility?, 2
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 27 (1973).
22. See John V. Connorton, The Fiscal Crisis of New York City Voluntary Hospitals, 2
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 459 (1974).
23. See Katherine M. Lordi and Paul H. Schietroma, Comment, The Infirmities of
Affirmative Action: The New York City Plan, 2 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 305 (1974).
24. See Mary Spearing, Note, Landmark Preservation: The Problem of the Tax Ex-
empt Owner, 3 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 123 (1974).
25. See John D. Dadakis & Thomas M. Russo, Note, Religious Discrimination in
Employment: The 1972 Amendment - A Perspective, 3 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 327 (1975).
26. See William R. Meagher, A Critique of Lawyers' Ethics in an Adversary System, 4
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 289 (1976) (reviewing MONROE H. FREEDMAN, LAWYER'S ETHICS
IN AN ADVERSARY SYSTEM (1975)).
27. David I. Caplan, Restoring the Balance: The Second Amendment Revisited, 5
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 31 (1976).
28. See supra note 20; see also James M. Perry, Arms, and Clashes Over the Right to
Bear Them, Turn California Politics Into a Heated Gunfight, WALL ST. J., May 26, 1992,
at A18.
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controversial, still appears to be timely. Indeed, over five thousand
reprints were ordered in 1977 by parties interested in this area of the
law. Another piece, written by Kenneth Bond, concerned itself with
the then newly enacted municipal bankruptcy provisions.29 Since this
article was published during the time of New York City's 1976-1977
fiscal crisis,30 numerous extra copies were distributed.
Volume 6 was significant in that it reflected an expansion in the
number of ULJ staff members, resulting in a marked increase in the
publication of student comments and notes. Moreover, this volume
further broadened the Journal's coverage of federal and national is-
sues generally, rather than principally dwelling upon New York re-
lated problems.
This expanded coverage continued in volumes 7 through 14,a' re-
sulting in articles covering: First Amendment issues,32 the right to
privacy,33 medical malpractice insurance,34 the energy crisis,3 tax ex-
emptions,3 6 access to federal courts in civil rights cases,3 7 zoning,38
29. Kenneth W. Bond, Municipal Bankruptcy Under the 1976 Amendments to Chap-
ter IX of the Bankruptcy Act, 5 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1 (1976).
30. See Constantine N. Katsoris, City's Death Tax and Its Possible Effects, N.Y. L.J.,
Jan. 29, 1976, at 1.
31. As Acting Dean and Professor of Law, Joseph M. Perillo wrote in the opening
pages of ULJ volume 10, book IV: "[t]he Urban Law Journal is performing a vital ser-
vice by applying the research and analytical skills of the legal profession to the problems
that plague urban areas. It publishes articles and comments by scholars, practitioners
and students which focus on law as it affects the cities and their inhabitants." Joseph M.
Perillo, The Fordham Urban Law Journal: A Decade of Legal Scholarship and Commu-
nity Service, 10 FORDHAM URB. L.J. xi (1982).
32. See, e.g., Mark S. Nadel, A Unified Theory of the First Amendment: Divorcing the
Medium from the Message, 11 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 163 (1982); Stephen M. Watson,
Note, First Amendment Challenges to Landmark Preservation Statutes, 11 FORDHAM
URB. L.J. 115 (1982).
33. See, e.g., Carole M. Cleaver, Note, Privacy Rights in Medical Records, 13 FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. 165 (1985); Gretta J. Heaney, Note, The Constitutional Right of Informa-
tional Privacy: Does It Protect Children Suffering From Aids?, 14 FORDHAM URB. L.J.
927 (1986); Frederick R. Kessler, Note, A Common Law for the Statutory Era: The Right
of Publicity and New York's Right of Privacy Statute, 15 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 951 (1987).
34. See, e.g., Mark Monaco, Note, New York's Medical Malpractice Insurance Crises -
A New Direction for Reform, 14 FORDHAM URn. L.J. 773 (1986), cited in In re Medical
Malpractice Ins. Assoc. v. Superintendent of Ins., 533 N.E.2d 1030, 1031 (N.Y. 1988),
cert. denied, 490 U.S. 1080 (1989).
35. See, e.g., Charles M. Pratt, Cogeneration: A Successful Response to the Energy
Crisis?, 9 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 483 (1981).
36. See, e.g., Deborah A. Konopko, Note, Targeting Tax Dollars More Efficiently:
Proposed Modifications to the 421-a Real Property Tax Exemption, 15 FORDHAM URn.
L.J. 1077 (1987); George A. King, Note, Tax Exempt Financing of Health Care Facilities
as a Component of the Market Approach to Health Care Cost Containment, 11 FORDHAM
URn. L.J. 603 (1983).
37. See, e.g., Irma B. Ascher, Comment, Restrictions on Access to the Federal Courts
1992]
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juvenile offenders,39 homelessness, 4° securities disputes,4' minorities in
employment,4 2 due process, 4 solid waste," the New York "pothole
law,"45 anti-trust,46 torts and product liability,47 confidentiality,48 the
death penalty,49 executing youthful offenders,5" and a topical note on
the AIDS virus. 1 Furthermore, Senator Orrin G. Hatch contributed
an article in 1979 entitled, Should the Capital Vote in Congress? A
Critical Analysis of the D.C. Representation Amendment.52
in Civil Rights Actions: The Role of Abstention and Res Judicata, 6 FORDHAM URB. L.J.
481 (1978), cited in Kremer v. Chemical Construction Corp., 456 U.S. 461 (1982).
38. See, e.g., Terence Kennedy, Note, New York City Zoning Resolution Section 12-
10: A Third Phase in the Evolution ofAirspace Law, 11 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1039 (1983),
cited in Wing Ming Properties, Ltd. v. Mott Operating Corp., 561 N.Y.S.2d 337 (1990).
39. See, e.g., Carol Bombardi, Note, Juvenile Detention Hearings: A Proposed Model
Provision to Limit Detention During the Preadjudicatory Stage, 12 FORDHAM URB. L.J.
285 (1984).
40. See, e.g., Mark Malone, Note, Homelessness in a Modern Urban Setting, 10 FORD-
HAM URn. L.J. 749 (1982); Neil V. McKittrick, The Homeless: Judicial Intervention on
Behalf of a Politically Powerless Group, 16 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 389 (1988).
41. See, e.g., Douglas E. Abrams, The Scope of Liability Under Section 12 of the Se-
curities Act of 1933; "Participation" and the Pertinent Legislative Materials, 15 FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. 877 (1987), cited in Pinter v. Dahl, 486 U.S. 622 (1988).
42. See, e.g., Terry S. Sterling, Note, Court-Ordered Hiring Programs Under Title
VII: The Effects on Absentee Minorities, 10 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 147 (1981); Ellen
Zweig, Note, Challenges to Employment Testing Under Title VII: Creating "Built in
Headwinds"for the Civil Service Employer, 12 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 749 (1984).
43. See, e.g., Peter J. O'Connor, Entrapment Versus Due Process.: A Solution to the
Problem of the Criminal Conviction Obtained by Law Enforcement Misconduct, 7 FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. 35 (1978).
44. See, e.g., Donna R. Lanza, Comment, Municipal Solid Waste Regulation: An In-
effective Solution to a National Problem, 10 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 215 (1982).
45. See, e.g., Terri J. Frank, Note, New York City's Pothole Law: In Need of Repair,
10 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 323 (1982).
46. See, e.g., Timothy J. Brennan, Local Government Action and Antitrust Policy: An
Economic Analysis, 12 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 405 (1984); Brian J. McCarthy, Note, Devel-
oping A Consumer Right to Invoke the Boycott Exception to the Insurance Company Ex-
emption From Federal Antitrust Laws, 6 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 353 (1978).
47. See, e.g., Pamela A. Keating, Note, Municipal Liability for Requiring Unfit Police
Officers to Carry Guns, I FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1001 (1983); Robert S. Ondrovic, Note,
Municipal Tort Liability for Criminal Attacks Against Passengers on Mass Transportation,
12 FORDHAM URn. L.J. 325 (1984).
48. See, e.g., Abraham Abramovsky, A Case for Increased Confidentiality, 13 FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. 11 (1985).
49. See, e.g., Andrea Gallo, Note, Death After Life: The Future of New York's
Mandatory Death Penalty for Murders Committed by Life-Term Prisoners, 13 FORDHAM
URB. L.J. 597 (1985).
50. See, e.g., John M. Tyd, Note, Constitutional Challenges to New York's Youthful
Offender Statute, 5 FORDHAM URn. L.J. 475 (1977); Luke M. Charde, Jr., Comment,
The Juvenile Offender-Where Can We Send Him?, 2 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 245 (1974).
51. See, e.g., Gretta J. Heaney, Note, The Constitutional Right of Informational Pri-
vacy: Does it Protect Children Suffering from Aids?, 14 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 927 (1986).
52. Orrin G. Hatch, Should the Capital Vote in Congress? A Critical Analysis of the
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Volume 15 saw a further development: the publication of signifi-
cant public reports. That volume included the Report of the New
York Task Force on Women in the Courts,53 which set out the
problems faced by women in the court system, and included a fore-
word by the Honorable Judith S. Kaye,54 remarks by the Honorable
Sol Wachtler," and a message from the Dean of Fordham Law
School, John D. Feerick.56 This Report was widely circulated in the
legal community, in large measure because of its ready availability
through the ULJ. Because of its significance and timeliness, approxi-
mately ten thousand copies of this Report were requested. Moreover,
as a follow-up, volume 19 recently published the Five Year Report of
the New York Judicial Committee on Women in the Courts.57
Volume 18 contained several additional significant reports: the two
reports of the New York State Commission on Government Integ-
rity58 (collectively referred to as Feerick Commission or Feerick Re-
port) and the New York State Bar Association's Report of Special
Committee to Consider Sanctions for Frivolous Litigation in New York
State Courts59 (Frivolous Litigation Report).
The reception of the Feerick Report by the legal community was
enthusiastic. It documented a number of political abuses, exposed
weaknesses in the law that created opportunities for corruption, and
laid out a detailed agenda for raising governmental ethical standards
in New York State. The Report was widely disseminated, not only in
New York, but throughout the United States, and has been frequently
quoted by the media in its commentaries on governmental ethics.' In
Proposed D.C. Representation Amendment, 7 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 479 (1979). Orrin G.
Hatch has been a United States Senator from Utah since 1976.
53. 15 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 11 (1986).
54. Hon. Judith S. Kaye, Foreward to REPORT OF NEW YORK TASK FORCE ON WO-
MEN IN THE COURTS, 15 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1 (1986). Judge Judith S. Kaye is a
member of the New York Court of Appeals.
55. Hon. Sol Wachtler, Remarks to REPORT OF NEW YORK TASK FORCE ON WO-
MEN IN THE COURTS, 15 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 3 (1986). Judge Sol Wachtler is the Chief
Judge on the New York Court of Appeals.
56. John D. Feerick, Message to REPORT OF NEW YORK TASK FORCE ON WOMEN
IN THE COURTS, 15 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 7 (1986).
57. 19 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 313 (1992).
58. New York State Commission on Government Integrity, RESTORING THE PUBLIC
TRUST: A BLUEPRINT FOR GOVERNMENT INTEGRITY, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 173
(1990), and INTEGRITY AND ETHICAL STANDARDS IN NEW YORK STATE GOVERN-
MENT: FINAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 251 (1990).
59. New York State Bar Association, REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO CON-
SIDER SANCTIONS FOR FRIVOLOUS LITIGATION IN NEW YORK STATE COURTS MARCH
20, 1990, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 3 (1990).
60. See An Ethics Panel Ends Its Work, and It's Angry, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 23, 1990, at
22; Ned Kilkelly, Corruption Panel Slams Lawmakers in Final Report, UPI, Sept. 18,
1992]
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fact, many of the Feerick Commission's recommendations have al-
ready been enacted into legislation.6'
The Frivolous Litigation Report was prefaced with an introduction
by the Honorable Hugh R. Jones, the chair of the Committee. 62 The
Report set forth several recommendations including a proposed sanc-
tions rule. Thousands of lawyers and judges were solicited for their
views on this topic, and the recommendations reflect the Committee's
consideration of "the basic principles which underlie Rule 11 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. '63
Recently, volume 19 published the Report of the New York State
Judicial Commission on Minorities.6 The New York State Judicial
Commission on Minorities was appointed by Chief Judge Sol Wach-
ter, and its Report was issued after more than three years of studying
the problems of racial bias in the state's judicial system.65
As for physical growth, the Journal's first volume consisted of 546
pages, increasing to a peak of 1116 in volume 11.66 Its present circu-
lation has grown to approximately 3,000 copies per volume, including
720 domestic and 21 foreign subscribers. Moreover, since 1983, the
bulk of recent ULJ articles and notes are available on Westlaw.67
1990, available in LEXIS, NEXIS library, UPI file; Robert A. Jordan, Shopping for Low
Turnout, BOSTON GLOBE, Aug. 18, 1990, at 25; Heat on Campaign Reform, N.Y. TIMES,
Jan. 23, 1988, at 26.
61. A large number of the Commission's recommendations have been incorporated
into the New York City Campaign Finance Law and the uniform guidelines issued by the
New York City Policy Procurement Board. Moreover, several New York municipalities
have adopted major parts of the Commission's proposed municipal ethics code. Most
recently in 1992, the New York State Legislature and Governor agreed to changes that
would set stricter limits on contributions that individuals and political action committees
may give to state and citywide candidates and eliminate many technical requirements
frequently used to keep candidates off the ballot. See Sarah Lyall, Voting to Untangle
Election Law, Albany Backs New Spending Caps, N.Y. TIMES, May 4, 1992, at AI.
62. Hugh R. Jones, Introduction to REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITrEE TO CONSIDER
SANCTIONS FOR FRIVILOUs LITIGATION IN NEW YORK STATE COURTS, 18 FORDHAM
URB. L.J. 1 (1990). Judge Hugh R. Jones was formerly a member of the New York Court
of Appeals.
63. Id.
64. The New York State Judicial Commission on Minorities, REPORT OF THE NEW
YORK STATE JUDICIAL COMMISSION ON MINORITIES, 19 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 181
(1992) [hereinafter MINORITIES REPORT].
65. Sol Wachtler, Introduction to MINORITIES REPORT, 19 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 175
(1992).
66. ULJ pages per volume are as follows (volume/pages):
1/546; 2/684; 3/778; 4/654; 5/624; 6/710; 7/703; 8/963; 9/1114; 10/781; 11/1116; 12/
929; 13/972; 14/1030; 15/1110; 16/533; 17/526; 18/723; 19/1046.
67. West Publishing, 1992.
[Vol. XIX
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III. Special Impact Articles
To truly show the depth and breadth of the Journal's articles, it is
also necessary, in addition to a historical portrayal,6" to examine them
from the perspective of their effect upon designated areas of the law.
Indeed, this impact has not gone unnoticed, as indicated by the fre-
quent listing of the Journal's articles in the "Worth Reading" column
of the National Law Journal,69 and the number of times the articles
have been cited in judicial opinions, publications and journals.70
A. Criminal Law
The Journal has published over a dozen articles, comments or notes
dealing with criminal law. Moreover, the New York Court of Ap-
peals has cited several of these pieces, 7' namely: a case note in volume
5 discussing the inability of custodial criminals under indictment to
waive their right to counsel without the presence of an attorney7 2 and
another case note which discussed the issue of multiple jury joint
trials.73
A recent student note proposed an "aggravated child abuse" statute
which would recognize such child abuse as an underlying felony to
support a felony murder charge, along with a similar amendment to
68. See supra notes 12-67 and accompanying text.
69. The NAT'L L.J. issue (by date) and ULJ article referred therein (volume and
page) are as follows:
3/2/92 (18 ULJ 573); 9/17/90 (17 ULU 383); 6/11/90 (17 ULU 303); 3/5/90 (17 ULJ
217); 11/27/89 (16 ULU 615); 11/27/89 (16 ULU 647); 11/27/89 (16 ULJ 703); 3/27/89
(16 ULJ 467); 3/13/89 (16 ULJ 263); 3/13/89 (16 ULJ 295); 2/27/89 (16 ULJ 487); 8/
29/88 (16 ULJ 127); 8/1/88 (16 ULJ 127); 6/20/88 (15 ULJ 951); 6/20/88 (15 ULJ
1077); 6/20/88 (15 ULJ 1049); 2/29/88 (15 UJ 767); 10/26/87 (15 ULJ 289); 10/19/87
(15 UL 533); 10/12/87 (15 ULJ 359); 7/13/87 (15 ULJ 199); 7/13/87 (14 ULJ 1011);
7/6/87 (14 ULJ 927); 6/29/87 (14 ULJ 927); 2/2/87 (14 ULJ 685); 1/26/87 (14 ULJ
773); 1/19/87 (14 ULJ 773); 10/6/86 (14 UL 477); 6/2/86 (14 ULJ 115); 5/19/86 (14
ULJ 259)); 5/12/86 (14 ULJ 259); 1/27/86 (13 ULJ 869); 1/20/86 (13 ULJ 869); 11/4/
85 (13 ULJ 553); 10/28/85 (13 ULJ 443); 10/28/85 (13 UL 373); 10/28/85 (13 ULJ
395); 10/21/85 (13 ULJ 373); 1/14/85 (12 ULJ 807); 1/14/85 (12 ULJ 807); 4/18/83
(11 ULJ 51); 4/18/83 (11 ULJ 139); 4/11/83 (11 ULJ 115); 4/4/83 (11 ULJ 85); 1/31/
83 (10 ULJ 595); 1/24/83 (10 ULJ 595); 1/17/83 (10 ULJ 541).
70. See infra notes 197-200 and accompanying text.
71. People v. Ricardo B., 73 N.Y.2d 228, 234 (1989) (citing Case Note, Multiple Jury
Joint Trial - On the Joint Trial of Two Defendants, the Empanelling of Two Juries Si-
multaneously is Permissible, 2 FORDHAM URn. L.J. 407 (1973)); People v. Cunningham,
49 N.Y.2d 203, 208 (1979) (citing Stuart J. Feld, Case Note, Right to Counsel - Custo-
dial Criminal Defendant May Not Waive Right to Counsel in the Absence of His Court
Appointed Attorney, 5 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 401 (1977)); People v. Settles, 46 N.Y.2d 154,
163 (1978).
72. Right to Counsel, supra note 71.
73. Multiple Jury, supra note 71.
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the current felony murder statute.74 This suggested legislation ad-
dresses the difficulty of obtaining a conviction for intentional homi-
cide and depraved indifference to human life where child abuse is the
underlying predicate felony.75 It would simplify the task of the jury
by attributing the requisite intent of a murder conviction to one who
commits a homicide during the commission of the underlying felony
of aggravated child abuse.76 In addition, the proposed amendment
would serve to deter abuse by parents, protect the child from harm,
and satisfy society's outrage over the senseless beating of a child. 77
Another note argued that DNA fingerprinting is an invaluable tool
for prosecutors and defense attorneys, creating the necessity of estab-
lishing a national database of DNA fingerprints.7 s It concluded that
the DNA test is a sensitive, accurate and accepted method of identifi-
cation that could revolutionize Criminal investigations, without un-
necessarily invading individual privacy.79
Also noteworthy was the publication of a colloquium on Model
Rule 1.6 of the American Bar Association's 1983 Model Rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct, which debated the issue of confidentiality of the
intended crimes of clients versus the public's generally skeptical view
of legal ethics.80 One of the articles in the colloquium contends that
confidentiality must be guaranteed in all but the most drastic circum-
stances, i.e., planned murder and mayhem.8 ' Another article urges
that a balance between confidentiality and other values, such as pre-
serving the integrity of the legal system, is the better approach be-
cause it permits lawyers to divulge information about a greater range
74. Barry Bendetowies, Note, Felony Murder and Child Abuse: A Proposal for the
New York Legislature, 18 FORDHAM URa. L.J. 383 (1991). This note discusses the Joel
Steinberg trial, which received great notoriety. Id. at 404.
75. Bendetowies, supra note 74, at 384.
76. Bendetowies, supra note 74, at 405.
77. Id.
78. JoAnn Marie Longobardi, Note, DNA Fingerprinting and the Need For a National
Data Base, 17 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 323 (1989). See, S. Raab, Cuomo Seeks Genetic Data
of Offenders, N.Y. TIMES, May 10, 1992, § 1 at 27. DNA, which stands for deox-
yribonucleic acid, is "the basic hereditary material .... [which] determines specific traits
in organisms by guiding the production of specific polypeptide chains, one or more of
which interact to form a protein molecule." J. BAKER & G. ALLEN, THE STUDY OF
BIOLOGY, 441-42 (4th ed. 1982).
79. Longobardi, supra note 78, at 357. See also Cerisse Anderson, DNA Tests Ordered
In Paternity Lawsuit, N.Y. L.J., July 21, 1992, at 1.
80. The Lawyer's Dilemma Over Model Rule 1.6 and Client Confidentiality - Con-
flicting Duties to Clients and Society, 13 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1 (1984).
81. Abraham Abramovsky, A Case for Increased Confidentiality, 13 FORDHAM URB.
L.J. 11 (1984).
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of criminal activities than is permitted under Rule 1.6.82
Two recent notes examined issues of the implementation of suspect
procedures against criminal defendants.83 One attempts to establish
an equitable standard regarding immunity for pre-trial testimony of
police officers. It takes into account the truth-seeking function of the
judicial process, while also considering the lack of procedural safe-
guards afforded the criminal defendant at ex parte pre-trial proceed-
ings.84 The other note attempts to provide for greater consistency and
clarity in the application of the good-faith exception85 where warrants
fail to describe with particularity the places to be searched and the
things to be seized.
A timely article appears in the current issue which calls for alterna-
tive approaches in the fight against bias or hate crimes.8 6 It discusses
existing and proposed legislation to increase the penalties for bias-re-
lated attacks. The article concludes that legislative efforts alone are
insufficient and that further, more diverse efforts such as grass-roots,
community-wide programs and educational seminars aimed at ele-
mentary schoolchildren are necessary to strike at the underlying
causes of bias crime.
B. Employment Law
Volume 10 included a leading article entitled, The Effect of the Em-
ployment-At- Will Rule on Employee Rights to Job Security and Fringe
Benefits.87 That article has been cited in landmark decisions on the
employment-at-will rule in New York, Minnesota and Arkansas, as
well as by other federal and state courts. 8 Moreover, it has also been
82. Deborah Abramovsky, A Case for Increased Disclosure, 13 FORDHAM URB. L.J.
43 (1984).
83. Jack Kaufman, Note, Section 1983: Absolute Immunity For Pretrial Police Testi-
mony, 16 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 647 (1988); Martha Applebaum, Note, "Wrong But Rea-
sonable": The Fourth Amendment Particularity Requirement After United States v. Leon,
16 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 577 (1988).
84. Kaufman, supra note 83, at 702.
85. Under this, "[t]he exclusionary rule does not apply when law enforcement officers
have acted in objective reasonable reliance on a warrant subsequently found to be inva-
lid." Applebaum, supra note 83, at 578.
86. Abraham Abramovsky, Bias Crime: A Call for Alternative Responses, 19 FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. 875 (1992).
87. Joseph DeGiuseppe, Jr., The Effect of the Employment-At- Will Rule on Employee
Rights to Job Security and Fringe Benefits, 10 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1 (1981).
88. See Novosel v. Nationwide Ins. Co., 721 F.2d 894, 896 n.4 (3d Cir. 1983); Boniuk
v. New York Medical College, 535 F. Supp. 1353, 1356 (S.D.N.Y. 1982); Crain Indus-
tries, Inc. v. Cass, 810 S.W.2d 910, 914 (Ark. 1991); Pine River State Bank v. Mettille,
333 N.W.2d 622, 629 (Minn. 1983); Murphy v. Am. Home Prod. Corp., 448 N.E.2d 86,
94 n.4 (N.Y. 1983); Weiner v. McGraw-Hill, Inc., 443 N.E.2d 441, 444 n.4 (N.Y. 1982);
Helle v. Landmark, Inc., 472 N.E.2d 765, 775 n.10 (Ohio Ct. App. 1984); State Ex Rel.
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widely cited by twenty-five prestigious law journals, treatises and
other legal publications.8 9
In addition, the Ninth and Tenth Circuits90 referred to a ULJ note
criticizing the Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980.
That note, MPPAA Withdrawal Liability Assessment: Letting the Fox
Guard the Henhouse,91 also proposes remedial legislation which
would cure the problems associated with the imposition of unreasona-
ble liability assessments upon the withdrawal from such plans.
Moreover, a note in the current issue examines the constructive dis-
charge rule in Title VII denial of promotion cases in light of recent
lower court decisions. 92 It argues that in determining whether an em-
ployee has been constructively discharged as a result of the em-
ployer's discriminatory employment conditions, the court should
consider whether the employee's reasonable expectations of career ad-
vancement have been frustrated.
C. Environmental Law
The very first ULJ article dealt with the environmental problems of
Jamaica Bay.93 Volume 7 dealt with the troublesome issue of asbes-
tos, and litigation in relation thereto,94 and volume 9 addressed the
issue of cogeneration and its dual effects on the environment and the
Roberts v. Public Finance Co., 662 P.2d 330, 332 n. 1 (Or. 1983); Banas v. Matthews Int'l
Corp., 502 A.2d 637, 648 n.12 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1985).
89. See C579 ALI-ABA 367; C588 ALI-ABA 97; 1985 DUKE L.J. 196 n.1 (1985); 17
HARV. C.R.- C.L. L. REV. 209, 252 n.160 (1982); 41 HASTINGS L.J. 1149, 1158 n.42
(1990); 17 HOFSTRA L. REV. 365, 368 n.17 (1989); 12 J. CoRP. L. 105 n.1 (1986); 5 J. L.
& CoM. 207, 208 n.3 (1984); 15 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 533 n.3 (1986); 12 FORDHAM URB.
L.J. 437 n.1 (1988); 44 MD. L. REV. 903, 918 n.70 (1985); 64 N.C. L. REV. 840 n.5
(1986); 13 PEPP. L. REV. 607 n.1 (1986); 321 PLI/Lit 15 (1987); 299 PLI/Lit 153 (1986);
8 ST. Louis U. PUB. L. REV. 393 (1989); 14 SETON HALL L. REV. 396 n.1 (1984); 58
TEMP. L.Q. 65 n.3 (1985); 32 UCLA L. REV. 302, 326 n.101 (1984); 61 U. DET. L. REV.
351 n.8 (1984); 51 U. AT Mo.-KANSAS CITY L. REV. 189, 191 n.14 (1983); 139 U. PA. L.
REV. 197, 200 n.18 (1990); 133 U. PA. L. REV. 227, 245 n.94 (1984); 48 U. PiTT. L. REV.
427, 480 n.188 (1987); 60 WASH. L. REV. 209, 210 n. 1 (1984).
90. Teamsters Pension Trust Fund v. Allyn Transp. Co., 832 F.2d 502, 505 (9th Cir.
1987); Trustees of Col. Pipe Indus. Pension Trust v. Howard Electrical & Mechanical, Inc.,
909 F.2d 1379, 1386 (10th Cir. 1990).
91. Daniel A. Etra, Note, MPPAA Withdrawal Liability Assessment: Letting the Fox
Guard the Henhouse, 14 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 211 (1986).
92. Richard M. DeAgazio, Note, Promoting Fairness: A Proposal for a More Reason-
able Standard of Constructive Discharge in Title VII Denial of Promotion Cases, 19 FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. 979 (1992).
93. See supra note 19.
94. Jean A. O'Hare, Comment, Asbestos Litigation: The Dust Has Yet to Settle, 7
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 55 (1978).
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energy crisis.95 Volume 10 focused on the growing issue of solid
waste and the problems relating to its disposal,96 while volume 11
discussed the subject of acid rain97 and suggestions regarding its con-
trol.98 It was at this point that environmental articles stopped appear-
ing regularly in the ULJ. This, however, was not bad news. Instead,
it reflected the ushering in of yet another scholarly publication at
Fordham Law School - the Fordham Environmental Law Report.99
D. Ethics
The Journal has consistently made substantial contributions to the
ongoing discourse concerning legal ethics, government integrity and
professional responsibility. In volume 14, Peter Megargee Brown
presented a poignant discussion of the serious decline in the American
lawyer's professionalism in recent years, which is the result of a shift
in focus away from public service to self-serving marketing and pro-
ductivity.°°0 Ultimately, the article challenged the legal profession to
halt this decline by returning to the historical purpose of this profes-
sion which is to serve the public interest rather than personal
interest. '01
Similarly, in the foreword to the Feerick Report, Cyrus Vance
stressed the necessity of maintaining a high level of integrity in the
legal profession and government, which translates into public trust
and confidence.'02 In order to preserve the highest ethical standards,
Mr. Vance put forth that lawyers must accept the responsibility of
oversight and enforcement of the rules governing professionalism, in-
cluding the unpleasant obligation of monitoring and exposing the un-
ethical behavior of fellow practitioners. 103 These comments were the
premise to many important recommendations intended to stimulate
95. Charles M. Pratt, Cogeneration: A Successful Response to the Energy Crisis?, 9
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 483 (1981).
96. Donna R. Lanza, Comment, Municipal Solid Waste Regulation: An Ineffective
Solution to a National Problem, 10 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 215 (1982).
97. Acid rain is rainfall or other forms of precipitation composed in part of sulfuric or
nitric acid. Deborah J. Hartman, Alternatives for Regulatory Control of Acid Rain in the
Northeastern United States, 11 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 455 (1983).
98. Id.
99. See supra note 12.
100. Peter Megargee Brown, The Quiet Revolution in the American Law Profession:
Remarks Before the Commission on Professionalism of the American Bar Association, 14
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 855 (1986).
101. Id. at 871-72.
102. Cyrus Vance, Foreward: Legal Ethics and Government Integrity, 18 FORDHAM
URB. L.J. 153 (1990-1991). Cyrus Vance has had a most distinguished career, including
being the United States Secretary of State under President Jimmy Carter (1977-80).
103. Id. at 153-54.
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continued attention to the critical challenge of maintaining superior
ethical standards."°* The subsequent blueprint for government integ-
rity outlined by the Feerick Commission acknowledged a vigilant
struggle against corruption, while imposing responsibility upon hon-
est government officials and private citizens to preserve clear lines of
communication. The Report called for reforms which would safe-
guard the public from future government corruption."°5
A subsequent article called for a public discourse concerning im-
portant ethical issues addressed in the 1990 version of the Lawyer's
Code of Professional Responsibility." It described the 1990 amend-
ments to the New York Code of Professional Responsibility and ex-
plained the similarities and differences between the 1990 Code and the
Model Rules of Professional Conduct. It concluded that the 1990
Code would provide an improved guide for the entire profession giv-
ing both high ethical aspirations and practical guidelines for the
lawyer. 0 7
Finally, two notes proposed specific improvements to the existing
professional standards. One claimed that a clear "per se" rule prohib-
iting prosecutors' involvement in criminal cases that overlap with
cases from their private practices would eliminate potential conflict of
interest, benefitting the entire criminal justice system. ° " The other
note asserted that pro bono work is the responsibility of every lawyer
and law student, thus creating a duty for law schools to actively pre-
pare prospective lawyers for this future responsibility.'0 9
E. Family Law
The Journal has covered a wide range of domestic issues - from
child abuse and custody to battered wives. Several articles focused
specifically on the rights and protection of children. An early article
attempted to balance the public's right to know that their funds are
104. Vance, supra note 102, at 156.
105. New York State Commission on Government Integrity, Restoring the Public
Trust: A Blueprint for Government Integrity, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 173, 174-76 (1991).
106. Marjorie E. Gross, The Long Process of Change: The 1990 Amendments to the
New York Code of Professional Responsibility, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 283 (1991).
107. Id. at 333.
108. Kara S. Donohue, Note, Prosecutorial Ethics: The Case for the Per Se Rule, 18
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 407 (1991).
109. Frederick J. Martin III, Note, Law School's Pro Bono Role: A Duty to Require
Student Public Service, 17 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 359, 381 (1989). Whether such participa-
tion should be voluntary or mandatory is the subject of much debate. See Roger C.
Cramtan, Symposium on Mandatory Pro Bono, 19 HOFSTRA L. REV. 1113 (1991). See
also Gary Spenser, Decision Delayed a Year on Mandatory Pro Bono Rule, N.Y. L.J., May
22, 1992, at 1.
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being spent in a productive and prudent manner against an institu-
tionalized minor's right to be free from unwarranted invasions of pri-
vacy. 110 It concluded that government intervention is necessary for
oversight and to secure managerial accountability, but must not ex-
tend to derogation of the child's personality."'
ULJ notes have also examined the history and effectiveness of child
protection laws. One recognized an increase in the reporting of child
abuse and maltreatment, but cited an existing system that was incapa-
ble of adequately protecting the child or rehabilitating the family.' 1 2
Several other notes proposed deterrents seeking the protection of
battered wives. 3 One note argued that although wife abuse is preva-
lent throughout society, it has only recently gained the proper atten-
tion, and necessitates comprehensive domestic violence legislation to
bring more batterers before the courts, ensuring that they are ade-
quately sanctioned." 4 Another note discussed the difficult challenge
of providing adequate police protection in such domestic violence
situations. 15
A considerable focus has also been placed upon child custody, fos-
ter care and child support. An early article discussed the importance
to the child, the natural parents, foster parents, and society of recog-
nizing the best interest and well-being of the child as the determining
factor in child custody proceedings." I6 The article suggested a list of
elements for the legislature to consider in providing guidance for the
judiciary on what is in the best interest of the child."'
A recent article examined parental rights of incarcerated mothers
in New York, claiming they lacked effective access to court proceed-
ings involving their children.' It proposed an amendment which
would help ensure that mothers who desired meaningful relationships
110. Katherine M. Lordi, Acccountability Versus Privacy: The Plight of Institutional-
ized Emotionally Disturbed Children, 5 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 223 (1977).
111. Id. at 223, 238.
112. Iris Ann Albstein, Note, Child Abuse and Maltreatment.: The Development of
New York's Child Protection Laws, 5 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 533, 542-44 (1977).
113. Lisa R. Beck, Note, Protecting Battered Women: A Proposal for Comprehensive
Domestic Violence Legislation in New York, 15 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 999 (1987); Jeffrey
A. Shapiro, Note, The Inadequate Police Protection of Battered Wives: Can a City and Its
Police Be Held Liable Under the Equal Protection Clause?, 14 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 417
(1986).
114. Beck, supra note 113.
115. Shapiro, supra note 113.
116. Joseph R. Carrieri & Walter Murawski, Proposing Standards For Child Custody:
The Proceedings, the Role of the Agency, and the Best Interests of the Child, 6 FORDHAM
URB. L.J. 187 (1978).
117. Id. at 216.
118. Philip M. Genty, Protecting the Parental Rights of Incarcerated Mothers Whose
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with their children need not fear permanent termination of their pa-
rental rights." 9 Similarly, another note examined the issue of the ter-
mination of parental rights where the mother engages in prenatal
drug abuse. 120 It concluded that a less severe alternative than the ter-
mination of parental rights of drug-abusing mothers would be in the
best interests of the child, the parent and the state.
One note argued that the existing foster care system needs to imple-
ment transitional programs to enable foster children to live indepen-
dently and must adjust the age requirement of assistance from
eighteen to twenty-one in order to facilitate this process.' 2' Another
note proposed a similar solution to the child support situation. Since
the purpose of child support is to make the parent responsible for the
proper development of a child into a productive member of society,
this note urged that support should be extended from eighteen years
of age to twenty-one, for young adults face economic and employment
difficulties during these years. 122
F. Housing
The Journal has consistently included articles and student notes on
housing, as well as zoning and land use issues. Volume 13 published
the article "Not In My Neighborhood": Legal Challenges to the Estab-
lishment of Community Residences for the Mentally Disabled in New
York State,'23 which discussed the laws pertaining to the development
of group homes for mentally disabled persons. In volume 16, the
same author, Robert Schonfeld, published a sequel article entitled
"Five-Hundred Year Flood Plains" and Other Unconstitutional Chal-
lenges to the Establishment of Community Residences for the Mentally
Retarded. 124
Children Are In Foster Care: Proposed Changes to New York's Termination of Parental
Rights Law, 17 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1 (1989).
119. Id. at 25-26.
120. Jennifer M. Mone, Note, Has Connecticut Thrown Out the Baby With the Bath
Water? Termination of Parental Rights and In re Valerie D., 19 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 535
(1992). This note discusses the case of In re Valerie D. which received great notoriety.
Indeed, the Supreme Court of Connecticut recently ordered a new trial on the issue of
whether the mother's rights were wrongfully terminated. See Kirk Johnson, Child Abuse
Is Ruled Out In Birth Case, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 18, 1992, at Bl.
121. Mari Brita Maloney, Note, Out of the Home Onto the Street.: Foster Children
Discharged Into Independent Living, 14 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 971 (1986).
122. Nicholas C. Dipiazza, Note, The Effect of the New Age of Majority on Preexisting
Child Support Settlements, 5 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 365 (1977).
123. Robert L. Schonfeld, "Not In My Neighborhood": Legal Challenges to the Estab-
lishment of Community Residences for the Mentally Disabled in New York State, 13
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 281 (1985).
124. Robert L. Schonfeld, "Five-Hundred Year Flood Plains" and Other Unconstitu-
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Volume 18 devoted book III to the area of housing. More specifi-
cally, that issue contained a significant article on the effects of gentrifi-
cation, 125 and the concept of an eviction-free zone. 126  It also
published a significant piece on HUD and the housing crisis in the
1990s. 27
Additionally, the Journal published two articles covering the con-
troversial subject of regulatory "takings" affecting property. 128 It also
published an article entitled Shattering the Myth of Municipal Impo-
tence: The Authority of Local Government to Create Affordable Hous-
129ing, which argued that municipal governments have the authority
and competence to induce the development of affordable housing.
Volume 17 also contained a student note on the celebrated Yonkers
desegregation case. 130
Consistent with the Journal's "urban" tradition, these particular
subjects concerning housing continue to be explored and highlighted.
Recently, book I of volume 19 included a colloquium on affordable
housing which takes a critical look at New Jersey's renown Mount
tional Challenges to the Establishment of Community Residences for the Mentally Re-
tarded, 16 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1 (1988).
125. Gentrification, the influx of high income dwellers into low income neighborhoods,
has in the past decade become a serious cause of concern to low income tenants in older
American cities. See Lawrence K. Kolodney, Eviction Free Zones: The Economics of
Legal Bricolage in the Fight Against Displacement, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 507, 508
(1991).
126. Id.
127. Michael Allen Wolf, HUD and Housing in the 1990s: Crisis in Affordability and
Accountability, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 545 (1991).
128. See, e.g., Ross B. Lipsaker and Rebecca L. Heldt, Regulatory Takings: A Con-
tract Approach, 16 FORDHAM UR. L.J. 195 (1988); John Martinez, Reconstructing the
Takings Doctrine By Redefining Property and Sovereignty, 16 FORDHAM UR. L.J. 157
(1988). The takings problem involves an interplay of property, government and the
boundary between the two. Id. at 158. The study of the takings problem is important so
that people whose property expectations are negatively affected by governmental action
can legitimately complain in situations where the government has overstepped its bounds.
Id. See also Property Gains, WALL ST. J., July 1, 1992, at A14; Ted Gest and Lisa J.
Moore, The Tide Turns for Property Owners, U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, July 13,
1992, at 57; David W. Dunlap, Resolving Property "Takings": Courts Tilt to Owners,
N.Y. TIMES, August 23, 1992, § 10, at 1. "I think the courts have come to place a great
value on property rights under the Constitution, says Norman Marcus, former general
counsel of the New York City Planning Department." Id.
129. John R. Nolon, Shattering the Myth of Municipal Impotence: The Authority of
Local Government to Create Affordable Housing, 17 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 383 (1989).
130. Amy Walsh, Note, The Yonkers Case: Separation of Powers As a Yardstick For
Determining Official Immunity, 17 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 217 (1989). See also Lynda
Richardson, Yonkers Approves Housing Plan, N.Y. TIMES, April 15, 1992, at Bl; Lynda
Richardson, U.S. Judge Lets Yonkers Try Its Housing Approach, N.Y. TIMES, July 16,
1992, at B6.
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Laurel housing mandate.13 ' The Journal first addressed the Mount
Laurel doctrine, a rule which requires municipal land use regulations
to provide for the construction of low and moderate income housing,
in volume 16.132 Still another article dealt with the issue of the con-
version of lofts 33 into housing and discussed legislation intended to
deal with the inadequacies of loft conversion laws."3
Finally, book III of volume 19 contains a significant article by Nor-
man Marcus on zoning which calls for the overhaul and moderniza-
tion of the almost one thousand pages of land use regulations
governing New York City. 13
5
G. Public Reports
As previously mentioned, the ULJ has been the proud publisher of
several noteworthy public reports. 36 Publishing these landmark re-
ports is especially important in order to disseminate them to the legal
community.
The Report on the New York Task Force on Women in the Courts37
remains the most requested publication of any journal at Fordham
Law School, and it is anticipated that the follow-up Report, the Five
Year Report of the New York Judicial Committee on Women in the
Courts, will be equally successful.1 38 Indeed, a task force of judges,
attorneys, academics and lay persons - The Ninth Judicial District
Committee to Promote Gender Fairness in the Courts - recently as-
serted that "its examination 'supports the conclusion' of gender bias
found in 1986 by the State Task Force on Women in the Courts." 39
The Feerick Report " on ethics in government (of which several
131. Paula A. Franzese, Mount Laurel and the Fair Housing Act: Success or Failure?,
19 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 59 (1991).
132. Rachel Fox, The Selling Out of Mount Laurel: Regional Contribution Agreements
in New Jersey's Fair Housing Act, 16 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 535 (1988).
133. After the Second World War, many factories began to move from urban lofts to
suburban and rural areas which offered greater space, lower rents, cheaper labor and
various tax incentives. As these urban lofts became vacant, and housing needs increased,
a great interest arose in converting these lofts to residential use. See William Eckstein,
Note, An Evaluation of New York Loft Conversion Law, 10 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 511
(1982).
134. Id.
135. Norman Marcus, New York City Zoning - 1961-1991: Turning Back The Clock
- But With an Up-to-the-Minute Social Agenda, 19 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 707 (1992).
136. See supra notes 53-65 and accompanying text.
137. See supra note 53.
138. See supra note 57.
139. Martin Fox, Panel Finds Gender Bias in Westchester Courts, N.Y. L.J., May 8,
1992, at 2; see also Junda Woo, Widespread Sexual Bias Found In Courts, WALL ST. J.,
August 20, 1992, at B1.
140. See supra note 58.
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thousand copies have already been distributed) serves as a standard of
future acceptable conduct in government.
The Frivolous Litigation Report addressed the troublesome issue of
abusive litigation, and suggested recommendations to curb such
abuse. " I
Book II of volume 19 published the New York State Judicial Com-
mission's Minorities Report.4 2 Chief Judge Wachtler adopted the
Commission's initial recommendation and appointed an ongoing
committee to implement the Minorities Report.4 3 The impact of this
Report is already being reflected in discussion arising out of the recent
Rodney King verdict in California.'"
H. Securities Arbitration
Prior to 1977 fewer than 1,000 securities arbitration disputes per
year were being administered before the various Securities Regulatory
Organizations ("SROs") under differing procedures. 4 ' In 1977 the
Securities Industry Conference on Arbitration ("SICA")"' was
formed to update and consolidate such rules. SICA consisted of rep-
resentatives of various SROs,'4 7 the Securities Industry Association
("SIA") 148 and the public. 4 9 SICA developed a Uniform Code of
Arbitration ("SICA Code") in 1979;IS ° and, the number of SRO arbi-
trations continued to grow '51 until they reached slightly under 3,000
141. See supra note 59.
142. See supra note 64.
143. See Sol Wachtler, Introduction to MINORITIES REPORT, 19 FORDHAM URB. L.J.
175, 178 (1992).
144. See Edward A. Adams, Debate Continues On Minorities In Court System, N.Y.
L.J., May 8, 1992, at I ("The report concluded there are 'two justice systems at work in
the courts of New York State, one for whites, and a very different one for minorities and
the poor.'" Id.); Race: Our Dilemma Still, NEWSWEEK, May 11, 1992, at 44.
145. See Constantine N. Katsoris, The Arbitration of a Public Securities Dispute, 53
FORDHAM L. REV. 279 (1984).
146. See FIFTH REPORT OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY CONFERENCE ON ARBITRA-
TION 2-3 (Apr. 1986) [hereinafter FIFTH REPORT].
147. The following SROs were represented: the American, Boston, Cincinnati, Mid-
west, New York, Pacific and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges, the Chicago Board Options
Exchange, the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, and the National Association of
Securities Dealers. FIFTH REPORT, supra note 146, at 3.
148. Id. The SIA is a trade association for the securities industry.
149. Id. Originally only three public members were appointed. In 1983, the number of
public members was increased to four, its present number. Id. at 3.
150. See FIFTH REPORT, supra note 146, at 4.
151. Between 1980-1985, the number of SRO securities arbitrations increased each
year as follows: 830 (1980); 1,042 (1981); 1,340 (1982); 1,731 (1983); 2,449 (1984); and
2,796 (1985). See FIFTH REPORT, supra note 146, at 7.
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in 1986.152
In 1953 the Supreme Court in Wilko v. Swan 153 held that pre-dis-
pute arbitration agreements were unenforceable as to claims based
upon the Securities Act of 1933 ("1933 Act").5 4 Most courts pre-
sumed that this Wilko prohibition also extended to the Securities Ex-
change Act of 1934 ("1934 Act"),1 55 and thus - despite pre-dispute
arbitration agreements - refused to order arbitration for customers'
claims arising under the 1934 Act. 56 This problem was further exac-
erbated by the Supreme Court in Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v.
Byrd,"'57 which held that when an arbitrable claim'5 1 is joined with a
non-arbitrable Wilko claim, the claims need not be tried together in-
voluntarily - even if they were intertwined.'59 In other words, the
two related claims could be tried separately and simultaneously -
one in arbitration and the other in court.
In volume 14 the Journal published The Securities Arbitrators'
Nightmare"o which pointed out that the Supreme Court decision in
Dean Witter Reynolds v. Byrd - by permitting the automatic bifurca-
tion of similar claims - would set two separate forums on a collision
course. The article went on to point out the problems that such sepa-
rate litigations would cause to litigants and arbitrators. 161  Fortu-
nately, the problem was rendered moot by the Supreme Court shortly
after the publication of this article.
In 1987, the Supreme Court in Shearson/American Express Inc. v.
McMahon 162 ruled that claims based upon the 1934 Act were arbitra-
ble. 163 The effect of this landmark decision was to direct many cases
152. See SIXTH REPORT OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY CONFERENCE ON ARBITRA-
TION 4 (Aug. 1989) [hereinafter SIXTH REPORT].
153. 346 U.S. 427 (1953).
154. 15 U.S.C. § 77 (1982).
155. 15 U.S.C. § 78 (1982).
156. See Constantine N. Katsoris, The Arbitration of a Public Securities Dispute, 53
FORDHAM L. REV. 279, 299-301 (1984).
157. 470 U.S. 213 (1985).
158. One based on state law, and therefore not covered by the Wilko prohibition.
159. Some courts had held that if two claims (one covered and one not covered by the
Wilko prohibition) were so intertwined that it was impractical or impossible to separate
them, then they would be ordered to be litigated together. See Constantine N. Katsoris,
The Arbitration of a Public Securities Dispute, 53 FORDHAM L. REV. 279, 303-304 (1984).
160. Constantine N. Katsoris, The Securities Arbitrators' Nightmare, 14 FORDHAM
URB. L.J. 3, 4 (1986); Dean Witter Reynolds v. Byrd, 470 U.S. 213 (1985).
161. Katsoris, supra note 160, at 9-11.
162. 482 U.S. 220 (1987).
163. Id. at 238. In 1989, the Supreme Court in Rodriguez de Quijas v. Shearson/
American Express Inc., 490 U.S. 477 (1989), undid the Wilko exception entirely and held
that pre-dispute arbitration agreements would be upheld, even as to issues arising under
the 1933 Act.
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that were previously litigated in court to arbitration. ' 4 Indeed, in the
year after McMahon, securities arbitrations filed with the SROs ex-
ceeded 6,000165 - more than double the number filed in the year
before McMahon. 166
Shortly thereafter, the Journal published Securities Arbitration Af-
ter McMahon,167 which reported on the effects of the McMahon deci-
sion on securities arbitration. 16  Furthermore, it suggested that the
feasibility of a single independent forum be explored for the resolution
of such disputes. 169
In the very next volume, The Level Playing Field was published, 170
outlining and explaining the numerous changes which were made to
the SICA Code of Arbitration following the McMahon decision.' 7' In
doing this, it traced the legislative history of the SICA Code, and pro-
vided invaluable insight into its provisions.' 72 Moreover, it traced the
SICA Code into the individual codes of the various SROs. 1 73
More recently, volume 18 published Punitive Damages In Securities
Arbitration: The Tower of Babel Revisited. 17 It addressed the unfair-
ness of allowing punitive damages in court litigation, but denying
such relief in arbitration. 17
These four ULJ articles on arbitration have been widely reproduced
and distributed at seminars throughout the country 176 and extensively
164. See SIXTH REPORT, supra note 152, at 1-2.
165. Id. at 4.
166. Id. In addition, over 500 similar securities disputes were filed last year with the
American Arbitration Association. See Frank Zotto, New Record in Securities Cases,
ARBITRATION TIMES, Spring 1992, at 3.
167. Constantine N. Katsoris, Securities Arbitration After McMahon, 16 FORDHAM
URB. L.J. 361 (1988).
168. Id. at 368.
169. Id. at 383-86.
170. Constantine N. Katsoris, The Level Playing Field, 17 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 419
(1990).
171. Id. at 430-52.
172. Id. at 431-52.
173. Id. at 452-54.
174. Constantine N. Katsoris, Punitive Damages In Securities Arbitration: The Tower
of Babel Revisited, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 573 (1991). This article will also be printed in
Clark Boardman's 1993 SECURITIES LAW REVIEW. (Reprint request and permission on
file in ULJ office).
175. Id. at 602-4.
176. Resolving Securities Disputes at 181-93 (PLI 1986); Securities Arbitration 1988 at
729-57 (N.Y. Institute of Finance); Broker Dealer Institute 1988 (PLI); First NASD An-
nual Securities Arbitration Seminar (1988); Securities Arbitration Update Seminar at
187-214 (Prentice Hall Law & Business 1989); Securities Arbitration 1990 at 909-98
(PLI/AAA); National Arbitration Seminar (NASD 1990); Arbitration Seminar (N.Y.
Co. Lawyers Assoc. 1991); A Practitioner's Guide to Broker Disputes (Fordham Contin-
uing Legal Education 1991); Arbitration Seminar 1992 at 187-214 (PLI/AAA); Arbitra-
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cited by courts, journals, texts, periodicals and the media.' 77 Many of
the issues they raised were recently discussed in a report of the Gen-
eral Accounting Office ("GAO") which probed the fairness of such
SRO arbitration programs.
178
tion Training Seminar (NASD 1992). See also 1993 SECURITIES LAW REVIEW, supra
note 174.
177. P. Hoblin, The Case For a Single Securities & Commodities Arbitration Forum,
COM. LAW LETTER, Aug. 1989, at 8; Kurt A. Peterson, Note, The Arbitrability of Claims
Under the Federal Securities Law, 12 J. CORP. L. 535, 565 n.257 (1987); Lee Applebaum,
Predispute Arbitration Agreements Between Brokers and Investors: The Extension of
Wilko to Section 10(b) Claims, 46 MD. L. REV. 338, 371-72 n.249 (1989); J. Kirkland
Grant, Securities Arbitration: Is Required Arbitration Fair to Investors?, 24 NEW ENG. L.
REV. 389, 398 n.39 (1989); Patricia A. Shub, Note, Shearson/American Express, Inc. v.
McMahon: The Expanding Scope of Securities Arbitration, 12 NOVA L. REV. 1375, 1377
n. 16 (1988); 535 PLI/Corp. 17; 621 PLI/Corp. 789; J.M. Girault, Note, Shearson/Amer-
ican Express, Inc. v. McMahon: What's Left For the Courts in Securities Litigation?, 62
TUL. L. REV. 284, 287 n.22 (1987); Laura Ginger, Managing Securities Disputes After
McMahon: A Call for Consolidation and Arbitration, 33 VILL. L. REV. 515, 516 n.6
(1988); Michael Durrer, Note, Enforcing Arbitration of Federal Securities Law Claims, 28
WM. & MARY L. REV. 335, 353 n.101 (1987); 12 TUL. MAR. L.J. 19; Constantine N.
Katsoris, Securities Arbitration After McMahon, 16 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 361, 370 n.64
(1988); Constantine N. Katsoris, The Level Playing Field, 17 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 419,
426 n.45 (1990); Diana B. Henriques, When Naivete Meets Wall Street, N.Y. TIMES, Dec.
3, 1989, § 3, at 1; P. HOBLIN, SECURITIES ARBITRATION: PROCEDURES, STRATEGIES
AND CASES, Supp. No. 5 at 24 (Sept. 1990) S5-119; Janet E. Kerr, The Arbitration of
Securities Law Disputes After Rodriguez and the Impact on Investor Protection, 73 MARQ.
L. REV. 217, 243 n. 199 (1989); Donald Arthur Winslow and Seth C. Anderson, A Model
for Determining the Excessive Trading Element in Churning Claims, 68 N.C. L. REV.
327, 339 n.33 (1990); C. Evan Stewart, Securities Arbitration Appeal: An Oxymoron No
Longer?, 79 KY. L.J. 347, 348 n.4 (1991); Leslie William Moore, Rodriguez De Quijas v.
Shearson/American Express, Inc.: Is Securities Arbitration Finally Above Suspicion?, 78
Ky. L.J. 839, 848 n.82 (1990); Perry E. Wallace, Securities Arbitration After McMahon,
Rodriguez, and the New Rules: Can Investors' Rights Really Be Protected?, 43 VAND. L.
REV. 1199, 1201-2 n.9 (1990); 3 SECURITIES ARB. COM. No. 3, March 1990, at 5; Con-
stantine N. Katsoris, "I Won't Sit Without a Record", 3 SECURITIES ARB. COM. No. 9,
Sept. 1990, at 1; Diana B. Henriques, Wall Street: Who's to Settle Cross-Border Spats?,
N.Y. TIMES, April 29, 1990, at FI5; WALL ST. J., Aug. 24, 1990, at Cl; WALL ST. J.,
Aug. 31, 1990, at Cl; 23 SECURITIES & COMMODITIES REG. 17, Oct. 1990, at 178; David
A. Lipton, Generating Precedent in Security Industry Arbitration, 19 SEC. REG. L.J. 26,
35 n.33 (1991); S. GOLDBERG, PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN SECURITIES ARBITRATION, Pub-
lic. Inv. Arb. Bar Assoc. Report 112 (1991); ABRAMS, THE LAW OF CIVIL RICO 86
(1991); Arbitration, NAT'L L.J., Mar. 2, 1992, at 24; Weidman v. Fuchsberg, N.Y. L.J.,
Nov. 18, 1991, at 21 (citing Weidman v. Fuchsberg, 576 N.Y.S.2d 232, 235 (1st Dept.
1991); Richard Rescigno, Brokers v. Customers: The Business of Deciding Their Disputes
Is Booming, BARRON'S, March 23, 1990, at 18, 19; 4 SECURITIES ARB. COM. No. 6 (Oct.
1991) at 12-13; JACQUELINE NOLAN-HALEY, ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN
A NUTSHELL 186 (1992).
178. GAO Report B-247464, May 11, 1992. See also Diana B. Henriques, Wall St.
Arbitration Programs Criticized, N.Y. TIMES, May 12, 1992, at Dl; Securities Arbitration
Doesn't Favor Broker, Study By GAO Says, WALL ST. J., May 13, 1992, at CI 1; Arbitra-
tion on Wall Street Surges But Probe Questions Its Fairness, INVESTOR'S DAILY, May 13,
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I. Taxation
The Journal has also had several tax articles of note. The former
New York State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance, Joseph H.
Murphy, contributed an article entitled State and Local Tax Incen-
tives for Urban Growth: A Concept Whose Time Never Was?.17 9 The
article discussed the principal tax benefit programs available to pri-
vate businesses which invest in urban industrial and commercial de-
velopment and in housing construction.'
Another tax article, appearing in volume 15, The New York State
Tax Windfall,8' covered the sweeping effects of the 1986 Federal
Tax Reform Act upon states in general, and New York in particular.
This article was cited in the National Law Journal's "Worth Reading"
column 182 and was distributed by a member of the New York State
Senate to the Governor of New York and to each member of that
legislature. Shortly thereafter, the New York State income tax rates
were substantially lowered in a manner reflecting many of the recom-
mendations of the article.'1 3
More recently, volume 18 contained an article entitled Tax Incre-
ment Financing: A Potential Redevelopment Financing Mechanism for
New York Municipalities. "84 This article analyzed the New York Tax
Increment Financing Law and suggested using tax mechanisms as a
method of financing urban redevelopment.8 5
J. Other Urban Issues and Events
The ULJ's articles dealing with miscellaneous urban problems are
too numerous to cite.' 8 6 For example, the Journal has made valuable
contributions to the areas of municipal financing and economic devel-
opment, covering such topics as: tax incentives for urban growth;8 7
1992, at 20; Industry, AAA Arbitration Panels Treat Customers Similarly, GAO Finds,
WORLD ARBITRATION AND MEDIATION REPORT, Vol. 3, No. 6, June 1992, at 135-36.
179. Joseph H. Murphy, States and Local Tax Incentives for Urban Growth: A Concept
Whose Time Never Was?, 6 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 455 (1978).
180. Id.
181. Constantine N. Katsoris, The New York State Tax Windfall, 15 FORDHAM URB.
L.J. 199 (1986).
182. NAT'L L.J., July 13, 1987, at 25.
183. These rate cuts were implemented in installments, and unfortunately, the last of
such cuts has recently been suspended, the victim of the New York State's budget crisis.
See Chris McKenna, Taxpayers Foot $1.5B Bill in Budget Deal, N.Y. POST, April 3,
1992, at 2.
184. Gary P. Winter, Tax Increment Financing: A Potential Redevelopment Financing
Mechanism for New York Municipalities, 18 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 655 (1991).
185. Id.
186. See supra notes 18-67, and infra Appendix attached hereto.
187. See supra note 179.
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fiscal emergency legislation during times of urban economic crisis;'
and federal financing of urban economic development." 9 In volume
9, former Governor Hugh Carey contributed an article on incentives
for new business development, 190 which recognized that each state's
and the nation's economic futures depend heavily upon the ability of
small businesses to withstand the process of rapid economic
change.' 91 It discussed areas where reform would improve the busi-
ness climate, namely: tax incentives, finance initiatives, and regula-
tory reforms.192
Book III of volume 19 marks an inaugural effort on the part of the
Journal to tap local resources for positive solutions to some of the
cities' concerns. These essays are varied and reflect the experiences of
the individual authors regarding the problems our cities face.1
9 3
Although the problems which plague America's cities are not neces-
sarily unique to urban areas, because of the concentration therein, it is
the cities that must take the lead in finding solutions to these societal
challenges. While no one advocated a sweeping federal "bail out" of
local government, many authors argued persuasively for federal
assistance - not so much fiscally, but rather in the form of coopera-
tive efforts to effectuate legislative change -in order to assist cities in
serving their citizens. 94 By far the most popular theme throughout
this issue is the revitalization of city government. Indeed, as the cur-
rent system may not be operating effectively, some contributors sug-
gested that possibilities for positive change may lie in considering
privatization of city services, restructuring existing agencies and
reevaluating mechanisms for increased efficiency or proficiency in par-
ticular government functions such as zoning, health care, the environ-
ment, and education.' 95 Beyond revitalizing city government, lawyers
and members of the community in general are also called upon to
fulfill their responsibility through public service and coalition
188. Gayle Gutekunst-Roth, Comment, New York - A City In Crisis: Fiscal Emer-
gency Legislation and the Constitutional Attacks, 6 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 65 (1977).
189. S. William Green and Nancy W. Hunt, Federal Financing of Urban Economic
Development, 9 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 815 (1980).
190. Hugh L. Carey, New Business Development, 9 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 785 (1981).
191. Id. at 788.
192. Id. at 788-98.
193. This collection of essays has been arranged in conjunction with the Stein Center
for Ethics and Public Interest Law. The Stein Center sponsors an annual symposium on
current ethical issues, round table discussion among practitioners and scholars engaged in
public interest law, and the Stein Scholars Program.
194. See Introduction, 19 FORDHAM UR. L.J. 563, 564 (1992).
195. Id. at 564-65.
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building. 196
Finally, in an attempt to expand beyond the written word, the ULJ
recently created a new Board position, the Symposium Editor. This
Editor will have primary editorial responsibility for the annual sym-
posium issue which will serve as an ongoing forum for debate on the
problems of our urban centers. The responsibilities of the Symposium
Editor will also include the organization of an annual conference
which will address the issues raised in the symposium issue.
IV. Recognition/Citations
The ULJ has been cited extensively by numerous federal and state
courts, 197 including the United States Supreme Court. 198 Moreover, it
196. Id. at 565.
197. 15 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 877 (1987) noted in 486 U.S. 622, 644 (1988); 6 FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. 481 (1978) noted in 456 U.S. 461, 487 n.2 (1982); 14 FORDHAM URB. L.J.
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pearance in the "Worth Reading" column of the National Law
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Journal.2" Nor is this recognition accidental or coincidental, for the
depth, breadth and diversity of the Journal's articles are evident in the
attached Appendix of its contributing authors and articles.20'
V. Conclusion
From its initial publication - twenty years ago - the ULJ has
greatly expanded the scope and breadth of its coverage of issues. In
the process, the Fordham Urban Law Journal staff has involved prom-
inent practicing lawyers, judges, and academics to author its scholarly
articles of the past two decades. In addition, students have increas-
ingly become significant contributors. Indeed, the interest and enthu-
siasm of the outside legal community demonstrates the growing
respect and esteem which the Journal presently enjoys. 20 2
The past, however, "is but the beginning, and all that is and has
been is but the twilight of the dawn. ' ' 20 3 In a changing world such as
ours, the issues will surely vary as the needs and concerns also shift.
The ULJ expects to remain viable and flexible so that in future de-
cades and beyond it will continue to serve the needs of urban society
by presenting the issues that must be addressed in a frank and articu-
late manner. Congratulations to the ULJ on its Twentieth Anniver-
sary, and may the future reflect the excellence of its past!
200. See supra note 69.
201. The first part of the Appendix is sorted by the author of the article or essay, the
second according to title of the comment or note, and the third part by the title of the
published report.
202. See supra notes 197-200.
203. HERBERT GEORGE WELLS, THE DISCOVERY OF THE FUTURE, as quoted in
JOHN BARTLETT, BARTLETT'S FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS, 719 (Emily Morrison Beck ed.,
Little Brown & Co., 15th ed. 1980).
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Abramovsky, Abraham A Case for Increased Confidentiality XIII 11
Abramovsky, Abraham Bias Crime: A Call For Alternative XIX 875
Responses
Abramovsky, Deborah A Case for Increased Disclosure XIII 43
Abrams, Douglas E. Clerking with Judge Hugh R. Jones XIV 521
Abrams, Douglas E. The Scope of Liability Under Section XV 877
12 of the Securities Act of 1933:
"Participation" and the Pertinent
Legislative Materials
Allee, John S. Post-Sale Obligations of Product XII 625
Manufacturers
Anderson, Arvid Collective Bargaining and the Fiscal X 373
Crisis in New York City: Cooperation
For Survival
Balboni, Michael A.L. New York's Impeachment Law and the XV 567
Trial of Governor Sulzer: A Case for
Reform
Becker, Lynn Electronic Publishing: First XIII 801
Amendment Issues in the Twenty-First
Century
Beebe, Robert L. A Law in Search of a Policy: A IX 533
History of New York's Real Property
Tax Exemption for Nonprofit
Organizations
Bergman, Bruce J. Reletting the Abandoned or Defaulted III 451
Public Works Project in New York -
To Bid or Not to Bid?
Bond, Kenneth W. Toward Equal Delivery of Municipal IV 263
Services in the Central Cities
Bond, Kenneth W. Municipal Bankruptcy Under the 1976 V I
Amendments to Chapter IX of the
Bankruptcy Act
Bond, Kenneth W. Enhancing the Security Behind VI
Municipal Obligations: Flushing and
U.S. Trust Lead the Way
Brennan, Timothy J. Local Government Action and XII 405
Antitrust Policy: An Economic
Analysis
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Brown, Peter Megargee The Quiet Revolution in the American XIV 855
Law Profession: Remarks Before the
Commission on Professionalism of the
American Bar Association
Caplan, David I. Restoring the Balance: The Second V 31
Amendment Revisited
Carey, Hugh L. New Business Development IX 785
Carrieri, Joseph R. Development and Expansion of New V 419
York's Permanent Neglect Statute
Carrieri, Joseph R. Proposing Standards for Child VI 187
Custody: the Proceedings, the Role of
the Agency, and the Best Interests of
the Child
Connorton, John V. The Fiscal Crisis of New York City II 459
Voluntary Hospitals
Cooper, Alexander Pointing the Way to Housing Quality II I
Currier, Thomas S. Mandating Disclosure in Municipal VIII 67
Securities Issues: Proposed New York
Legislation
Daly, Mary C. Stotts' Denial of Hiring and Promotion XIV 17
Preferences for Nonvictims: Draining
the "Spirit" from Title VII
Davis, Joyce P. Taming the Technological Tyger - The I 19
Regulation of the Environmental
Effects of Nuclear Power Plants - A
Survey of Some Controversial Issues
Davis, Joyce P. The Discharge Permit Program Under II 179
the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act of 1972 - Improvement of Water
Quality Through the Regulation of
Discharges from Industrial Facilities
Day, Christian C. A Land Retrenchment Policy for X 71
Energy and Resource-Short Times: A
Modest Proposal
DeGiuseppe, Joseph, Jr. The Effect of the Employment-At-Will X I
Rule on Employee Rights to Job
Security and Fringe Benefits
DeGiuseppe, Joseph, Jr. The Recognition of Public Policy XI 721
Exceptions to the Employment-At-Will
Rule: A Legislative Function?
Diamond, Michael R. Criminal Responsibility of the Addict: I 395
Conviction by Force of Habit
Dowd, Michael Dispelling the Myths About the XIX 567
"Battered Woman's Defense":
Towards a New Understanding
Driscoll, Brian G. De Minimis Curat Lex - Small Claims II 479
Courts in New York City I _I
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Dunne, John R. New York's Impeachment Law and the XV 567
Trial of Governor Sulzer: A Case for
Reform
Dwyer, Jeffry R. Protecting the Rights of Purchases of III 475
Condominium Units
Eaton, Sarah Domestic Violence Component of the XIX 391
New York Task Force Report on
Women in the Courts: An Evaluation
and Assessment of New York City
Courts
Elliott, Donald H. Proposed Fiscal Monitoring Legislation VIII 109
in New York: A Comparative Analysis
Facciolo, Jay Illegal Lofts in New York City: Have XIV 559
the Equities Been Balanced?
Federman, Allen Conservatorship: A Viable Alternative XIV 815
to Incompetency
Feerick, John D. Remarks Delivered on the Occasion of XIII 511
the Presentation of the Fordham-Stein
Award to Judge Edward Weinfeld,
Introduction
Feerick, John D. Report of the New York Task Force XV 7
on Women in the Courts, A Message
from the Dean
Feerick, John D. Reflections on Chairing the New York XVIII 157
State Commission on Government
Integrity
Feerick, John D. Toward a Model Whistleblowing Law XIX 585
Feldman, Daniel Lee Administrative Agencies and the Rites VII 229
of Due Process: Alternatives to
Excessive Litigation
Fippinger, Robert A. Securities Law Disclosure X 541
Requirements for the Political
Subdivision Threatened with
Bankruptcy
Flisek, Karen Making Government Work XIX 681
Fox, Rachel The Selling Out of Mount Laurel: XVI 535
Regional Contribution Agreements in
New Jersey's Fair Housing Act
Franzese, Paula A. Mount Laurel and the Fair Housing XIX 59
Act: Success or Failure?
Gale, Jane A. Tidal Title and the Boundaries of the IV 91
Bay: The Case of the Submerged
"High Water" Mark
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Gentile, Carolyn Speech Given at the Fordham XIV 103
University School of Law on the
Occasion of the Celebration of the Law
Revision Commission's 50th
Anniversary
Genty, Philip M. Protecting the Parental Rights of XVII 1
Incarcerated Mothers Whose Children
Are in Foster Care: Proposed Changes
to New York's Termination of Parental
Rights Law
Gilbert, Judith Tenements and Takings: Tenement XVIII 437
House Department of New York v.
Moeschen as a Counterpoint to Lochner
v. New York
Glasser, Robert J. The Discharge Permit Program Under II 179
the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act of 1972 - Improvement of Water
Quality Through the Regulation of
Discharges from Industrial Facilities
Goldman, Howard Environmental Review and Economic XIX 599
Development: A Modest Proposal
Gordon, Nicole A. The New York City Campaign Finance XIX 605
Program: A Reform That Is Working
Green, S. William Federal Financing of Urban Economic IX 815
Development
Gross, Marjorie E. The Long Process of Change: The XVIII 283
1990 Amendments to the New York
Code of Professional Responsibility
Gupta, Dipak K. The Investment Decision in the Central VII 253
City: A Consideration of a Property
Tax Abatement Law
Hack, John D. Mitchell-Lama Buyouts: Policy Issues XVII 117
and the Alternatives
Handy, Edna Wells The Dialectics of Change: The New XIX 631
York City Health and Hospitals
Corporation at a Crossroad
Hansell, David A. HIV and the Need for a Voluntarist XIX 649
Approach
Harper, Eugene W., Jr. Introductory Essay (Municipal Finance VIII I
Symposium)
Harrison, Stephen J. A Law in Search of a Policy: A IX 533
History of New York's Real Property
Tax Exemption for Nonprofit
Organizations
Hartman, Deborah J. Alternatives for Regulatory Control of XI 455
Acid Rain in the Northeastern United
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Hatch, Orrin G. Should the Capital Vote in Congress? VII 479
A Critical Analysis of the D.C.
Representation Amendment
Hay Group, The Making Government Work XIX 681
Heiman, Aba Nonsolicitation and Cease and Desist XV 595
Orders Against Real Estate Brokers in
New York
Heldt, Rebecca Regulatory Takings: A Contract XVI 195
Approach
Holt, Stephen D. The Federal Role in Social Ordering: XII 219
Lessons from Labor Protection in
Urban Mass Transit
Humbach, John A. Tidal Title and the Boundaries of the IV 91
Bay: The Case of the Submerged
"High Water" Mark
Hunt, Nancy W. Federal Financing of Urban Economic IX 815
Development
Hyman, Ariella The Domestic Violence Component of XIX 391
the New York Task Force Report on
Women in the Courts: An Evaluation
and Assessment of New York City
Courts
Jennings, Marianne M. Preemption and State Anti-Redlining XI 225
Regulation: The Need for Clarification
Jones, Hugh R. Arbitration From the Viewpoint of the XIV 523
Practicing Attorney: An Analysis of
Arbitration Cases Decided by the New
York State Court of Appeals from
January, 1973 to September, 1985
Jones, Hugh R. Introduction to Report of Special XVIII 1
Committee to Consider Sanctions for
Frivolous Litigation in New York State
Courts March 20, 1990
Jones, David R. The Urban Crisis and The Federal XIX 665
Government's Retreat: Catalyzing
Public Policy Choices To Save Our
Cities
Katsoris, Constantine N. The Securities Arbitrators' Nightmare XIV 3
Katsoris, Constantine N. The New York State Tax Windfall XV 199
Katsoris, Constantine N. Securities Arbitration After McMahon XVI 361
Katsoris, Constantine N. The Level Playing Field XVII 419
Katsoris, Constantine N. Punitive Damages in Securities XVIII 573
Arbitration: The Tower of Babel
Revisited
Katsoris, Constantine N. The Fordham Urban Law Journal: XIX 915
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Kaye, Judith S. Report of the New York Task Force XV I
on Women in the Courts, Foreword
Kelbley, Charles A. Legal Ethics: Discretion and Utility in XIII 67
Model Rule 1.6
Kelbley, Charles Makers and Receivers: Judicial Heresy XVIII 51
and the Tempting of America
Keohane, John J. The Recodified New York Election VI 29
Law - A Small Step in the Right
Direction
Keohane, John J. The Mortgage Subsidy Bond Tax Act VIII 483
of 1979: An Unwarranted Attack on
State Sovereignty
Klein, Stuart B. Prisoners' Rights to Physical and VII I
Mental Health Care: A Modem
Expansion of the Eighth Amendment's
Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause
Kolodney, Lawrence K. Eviction Free Zones: The Economics XVIII 507
of Legal Bricolage in the Fight Against
Displacement
Kossow, Julian R. The New York Law of Intestate IV 233
Succession Compared with the
Uniform Probate Code: Where There's
No Will There's a Way
Kwartler, Michael Pointing the Way to Housing Quality II I
Lederman, Nancy M. School Vouchers: Are Urban Students XIX 813
Surrendering Rights for Choice?
Lefkowitz, Louis J. Jamaica Bay: An Urban Marshland in I 1
Transition
Lerner, Carl M. Assignment and Subletting of Leased V 195
Premises: The Unreasonable
Withholding of Consent
Levine, Gerald M. The New York State Environmental XII I
Quality Review Act of 1975: An
Analysis of the Parties' Responsibilities
in the Review/Permit Request Process
Linn, Robert W. Making Government Work XIX 681
Lipsker, Ross B. Regulatory Takings: A Contract XVI 195
Approach
London, Marjorie J. Collective Bargaining and the Fiscal X 373
Crisis in New York City: Cooperation
For Survival
Lordi, Katherine M. Accountability vs. Privacy: The Plight V 223
of Institutionalized Emotionally
Disturbed Children
Macchiarola, Frank J. Lawyers in the Public Service and the XIX 695
1 Role of Law Schools
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Marcus, Norman New York City Zoning- 1961-1991: XIX 707
Turning Back the Clock-But With an
Up-To-The Minute Social Agenda
Marsh, J. Langdon The Protection of Historic Resources X 411
in New York State: An Overview of
Federal, State and Local Laws
Martinez, John Reconstructing the Takings Doctrine XVI 157
by Redefining Property and
Sovereignty
McDougall, Harold A. Gentrification: The Class Conflict over X 177
Urban Space Moves into the Courts
McKittrick, Neil V. The Homeless: Judicial Intervention XVI 389
on Behalf of a Politically Powerless
Group
McQuillan, Peter J. Felony Murder and the Misdemeanor XV 821
of Attempted Escape: A Legislative
Error in Search of Correction
Meagher, William R. A Critique of Lawyers' Ethics in an IV 289
Adversary System
Muraski, Walter Proposing Standards for Child VI 187
Custody: The Proceedings, the Role of
the Agency, and the Best Interests of
the Child
Murphy, James P. Alliance for Growth: Stimulating IX 835
Urban Revitalization through
Corporate, Governmental and
Community Cooperation
Murphy, Joseph H. State and Local Tax Incentives for VI 457
Urban Growth: A Concept Whose
Time Never Was?
Nadel, Mark S. A Unified Theory of the First XI 163
Amendment: Divorcing the Medium
from the Message
Nicoson, William Institutional Innovation in New Towns: IV 65
The Dual Developer Concept
Nolon, John R. Shattering the Myth of Municipal XVII 383
Impotence: The Authority of Local
Government to Create Affordable
Housing
NYC Board of Correction Pre-Sentence Reports: Utility or II 27
Futility?
O'Cleireacain, Carol A Case Study in Fiscal Federalism: XIX 727
New York City and New York State
O'Connor, Peter J. Entrapment Versus Due Process: A VII 35
Solution to the Problem of the
Criminal Conviction Obtained By Law
Enforcement Misconduct
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O'Keefe, Edward P. Economically Motivated Relocations, XI 795
of Work and an Employer's Duties
Under Section 8(d) of the National
Labor Relations Act: A Three-Step
Analysis
Perlin, Michael L. Ten Years After: Evolving Mental XV 335
Health Advocacy and Judicial Trends
Phillips, Earl Revolution and Counterrevolution: III 1
The Supreme Court on Creditors'
Remedies
Piro, Amy R. Condominium Renovation III 33
Post, Libby The Question of Family: Lesbians and XIX 747
Gay Men Reflecting A Redefined
Society
Powell, E. Wayne The Effects of Hensley v. Eckerhart on XIII 527
the Award of Attorney's Fees
Pratt, Charles M. Cogeneration: A Successful Response IX 483
to the Energy Crisis?
Ramsey, Sarah H. A Piece in the Puzzle of Providing XVIII 605
Adequate Housing: Court Effectiveness
in Code Enforcement
Ray, Jeanne Cullinan Tax Aspects of the Pension Reform III 161
Act of 1974
Rea, Louis M. The Investment Decision in the Central VII 253
City: A Consideration of a Property
Tax Abatement Law
Reed, Judith Of Boroughs, Boundaries and Bull- XIX 759
winkles: The Limitations of Single-
Member Districts in a Multiracial
Context
Reese, George B. Cy Pres Powers of the Federal V 435
Bankruptcy Courts - New Hope For
Financially Distressed Charities?
Reiss, Charles Pointing the Way to Housing Quality II I
Reynolds, Osborne M., Jr. "Green River Ordinances": Where XI 427
does the Burden Belong?
Reynolds, A. David The Mechanics of Institutional Reform VIII 695
Litigation
Robertson, Archibald F. A Legal History of Expense Budgeting IV I
in New York City
Robins, Eva Unfair Dismissal: Emerging Issues in XII 437
the Use of Arbitration as a Dispute
Resolution Alternative for the Non
Union Workforce
Robinson, Nicholas A. Urban Environmental Law: Emergent
Citizen Rights for the Aesthetic, the
Spiritual, and the Spacious
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Rose, I. Nelson The Legalization and Control of VIII 245
Casino Gambling
Ross, Stephen Converting Nonpayment to Holdover XV 289
Summary Proceedings: The New York
Experience With Conditional
Limitations Based Upon Nonpayment
of Rent
Savas, E. S. It's Time to Privatize XIX 781
Scanlon, Joseph Lawyers in the Public Service and the XIX 695
Role of Law Schools
Schonfeld, Robert L. "Not in My Neighborhood:" Legal XIII 281
Challenges to the Establishment of
Community Residences for the
Mentally Disabled in New York State
Schonfeld, Robert L. "Five-Hundred-Year Flood Plains" and XVI 1
Other Unconstitutional Challenges to
the Establishment of Community
Residences for the Mentally Retarded
Shilling, Dana Securities Funding of Long-Term Care: XIX
A Step Toward A Private Sector
Solution
Sigal, Richard L. The Proposed Constitutional VIII 29
Amendments to the Local Finance
Article: A Critical Analysis
Simon, Judith Green The Protection of Historic Resources X 411
in New York State: An Overview of
Federal, State, and Local Laws
Smarrito, William A Modest Proposal to End Gun XIX 795
Running in America
Spirer, Julian H. The Ocean Dumping Deadline: Easing XI I
the Mandate Millstone
Sussna, Stephen Residential Densities: A Patchwork I 127
Placebo
Sweet, David J. Mitchell-Lama Buyouts: Policy Issues XVII 117
and Alternatives
Telias, Bradley S. Horse Racing and the Law: A IX 253
Legislative Proposal to Harness Race-
Fixing
Thain, Gerald J. Advertising Regulation: The I 349
Contemporary FTC Approach
Thel, Steve Closing a Loophole: Insider Trading in XVI 573
Standardized Options
Todres, Jacob L. Assignment and Subletting of Leased V 195
Premises: The Unreasonable
I Withholding of Consent
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Travis, Jeremy A Modest Proposal to End Gun XIX 795
Running in America
Tucker, Gordon The Confidentiality Rule: A XIII 99
Philosophical Perspective with
Reference to Jewish Law and Ethics
Tuohey, Seamus M. Economically Motivated Relocations of XI 795
Work and an Employer's Duties Under
Section 8(d) of the National Labor
Relations Act: A Three-Step Analysis
Vaccari, Michael A. The Recodified New York Election VI 29
Law: A Small Step in the Right
Direction
Vaccari, Michael A. Governmental Misconduct and the IX 279
Right of Liberty
Vance, Cyrus Foreword: Legal Ethics and XVIII 153
Government Integrity
Vecchio, Lucian A. A Legal History of Expense Budgeting IV I
in New York City
Wachtler, Sol Report of the New York Task Force XV 3
on Women in the Courts, The Lady in
the Harbor and the Lady in Albany-
Two Symbols of Freedom
Wagner, Hyla Pottharst The New York City Campaign Finance XIX 605
Program: A Reform that is Working
Weinberg, Philip Cargo of Fire: A Call for Stricter IV 495
Regulation of Liquefied Natural Gas
Shipment and Storage
Weinfeld, Edward Remarks Delivered on the Occasion of XIII 515
the Presentation of the Fordham-Stein
Award to Judge Edward Weinfeld,
Address
Weitzman, Phillip Neighborhood Preservation in New III 425
York City
Willis, Mark A. Tax Certiorari Proceedings and the IX 591
Present Real Property Tax System in
New York City
Winter, Gary P. Tax Increment Financing: A Potential XVIII 655
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